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Development of Electrolytes for Si-Graphite Composite Electrodes
Cao Cuong Nguyen and Brett L. Lucht ∗,z

Department of Chemistry, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island 02881, USA

The performance of Si-graphite/Li cells and Si-graphite/NMC111 cells has been investigated in 1.2 M LiPF6 /EC:DEC (1/1, w/w)
with different electrolyte additives including LiNO3, FEC, and MEC. The addition of additives into electrolytes result in a significant
improvement in capacity retention compared to the standard electrolyte for Si-graphite/Li cells. The cells cycled with electrolyte
containing 0.5 wt% LiNO3, 5–10 wt% MEC or 10 wt% FEC have high capacity retention, at least 88%, while the cells cycled with
standard electrolyte have lower capacity retention, 64%, after 100 cycles. Investigation of Si-graphite/NCM111 cells reveals that the
cells cycled in electrolyte containing 0.5 wt% LiNO3 have better capacity retention than cells cycled with 10 wt% FEC, 57.9% vs.
44.6%, respectively. The combination of 10% MEC and LiNO3 further improves the capacity retention of the Si-graphite/NCM111
full cells to 79.9% after 100 cycles which is highest among the electrolytes investigated. Ex-situ surface analyses by XPS and
IR-ATR have been conducted to provide a fundamental understanding the composition of the solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) and
its correlation to cycling performance.
© The Author(s) 2018. Published by ECS. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 License (CC BY, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted reuse of the work in any
medium, provided the original work is properly cited. [DOI: 10.1149/2.0621810jes]
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Si has been intensively investigated as anode material for lithium
ion batteries due to its high theoretical capacity, 3579 mAh/g.1–5 How-
ever, the cycle life of Si is much worse than commercial graphite
anodes due to the large volume change of Si (∼280%) upon lithiation
which results in particle pulverization,1–5 loss of electrical connec-
tion within electrode components,1–6 and continuous decomposition
of the electrolyte.7–11 The cycling performance of silicon has been
improved by using nano-structured silicon which better tolerates the
large volume changes of silicon upon lithiation/delithiation.2,4,5,12 Fur-
ther improvement has been obtained by using Si/graphite composite
electrodes since graphite improves the electrical contact and accom-
modates the volume change of Si. Si/graphite composite electrodes
can also be calendared to obtain higher loading density and further
improves electrical contact between particles.13,14 Other methods to
impove the cycling performance of silicon based electrodes include the
use of sacrificial electrolyte additives to form a stable solid electrolyte
interphase (SEI) on the silicon particles. Vinylene carbonate (VC) and
fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) are the most frequently used additives
in carbonate based electrolytes for silicon electrodes.7,9,15 These ad-
ditives are reduced to form a stable SEI composed of polycarbonate,
lithium alkyl carbonates, Li2CO3 and LiF.9,15 However, recent investi-
gations suggest that high concentrations of FEC increase the reactivity
of the electrolyte with lithiated graphite resulting in capacity loss upon
storage.16 The high concentration of FEC also causes significant gas
evolution in Si-graphite/LiCoO2 full cells compared to electrolytes
containing VC.10,17 Kim et al.18 reported that FEC decomposes at el-
evated temperature to produce HF which causes SEI degradation and
transition metal ion dissolution from the cathode. Development of al-
ternative additives to FEC is necessary. Recently, we reported that the
cyclability of silicon electrodes was signiciantly improved by inclu-
sion of methylene ethylene carbonate (MEC).19 The SEI on Si cycled
with electrolyte containing MEC has a high concentration of polycar-
bonate (i.e., poly(MEC)) and lithium carbonate. Lithium nitrate has
been widely investigated as an additive for Li/S batteries since it can
be reduced on the surface of lithium to form a SEI which passivates
the surface of the lithium anode.20–25 Aubach and co-authors reported
that silicon electrodes cycled with 1 M LiTFSI in an ether based elec-
trolyte with added lithium nitrate has significantly improved cycling
performance.26 However, the use of ether based electrolytes limits the
choice of cathode materials due to the oxidative instability of ethers
at the cathode surface at high voltage. In addition, there have been
no reports on the use of LiNO3 as an additive for Si-based anodes in
alkyl carbonate based electrolytes, possibly due to the low solubility
of LiNO3 in carbonate solvents.

∗Electrochemical Society Member.
zE-mail: blucht@chm.uri.edu

In this report, a combination MEC or FEC with LiNO3 have been
investigated as electrolyte additives for Si/graphite composite elec-
trodes. A significant reduction in capacity fade over 100 cycles is
observed for Si-graphite/lithium cells with electrolytes containing the
additives. The novel electrolyte formulations also improve the cycling
performance of Si-graphite/NCM111 cells. In addition, the surface of
the cycled electrodes have been investigated via a combination of at-
tenuated total reflectance infrared spectroscopy (ATR-IR) and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to develop a better understanding
of the role of the additve in SEI structure and fucntion.

Experimental

Silicon nanoparticles (≤ 50 nm) were purchased from Alfa Aesar.
Super C65 and SFG6L graphite was provided by Timcal and G8
graphite was provided by ConocoPhillips. Partially neutralized PAA
was prepared by reaction of poly (acrylic acid) (PAA, Mw = 450,000,
Aldrich) with LiOH with a mole ratio of PAA/LiOH of 0.7 (denoted
as PAALi0.7). The pH of diluted solution of PAALi0.7 was ∼6.5.27

Silicon nanoparticles, SFG6L and G8, super C and PAALi with a ratio
of 10:45:30:5:10 (in weight) were thorough mixed in distilled water
with a mortar and pestle for 1 hour then stirred for additional 3 hours
with a magnetic stirring bar. The composite electrode formulation
was determined from preliminary experiments to optimize capacity
and cycle life. The well mixed slurry was spread on copper foil and
dried at room temperature in air for one hour and then in a vacuum
oven overnight. The anode electrodes were then punched into 14.0 mm
diameter disks and dried at 120

◦
C in a vacuum oven overnight. The

electrodes were not calendared and have a loading of 1.2 mAh/cm2.
The cathodes were prepared by coating a slurry consisting of 90 wt%
LiMn1/3Ni1/3Co1/3O2 (NMC111) (BASF), 5 wt% super C (Timcal)
and 5 wt% poly(vinylene difluoride) (PVdF, Solvay) in N-methyl-2-
pyrrolidone solvent onto aluminum foil. The cathode electrodes were
cut into 13.7 mm diameter disks and dried at 120

◦
C in a vacuum oven

overnight. The N/P ratio in full cells is ∼1.1.
Electrolyte solvents, salts and additives were obtained from BASF

and used as received. The water content is < 50 ppm. 2032 coin cells
consisting of a Si-graphite working electrode, a lithium foil counter
electrode, 100 μL electrolyte and two separators (one Celgard 2325
and one Whatman GF/D glass fiber) were prepared (half cells). 2032
coin cells were also prepared with a Si-graphite anode, a NCM111
cathode, one Whatman GF/D glass fiber between two Celgard 2325
separators and 100 μL electrolyte (full cells). The standard electrolyte
was 1.2 M LiPF6/ethylene carbonate (EC): diethyl carbonate (DEC)
(1:1, w/w). MEC, FEC and LiNO3 were added to the standard elec-
trolyte by weight percentage. Details about electrolyte formulations
are provided in Table I. The half cells were charged (lithiation) and
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Table I. Electrolyte formulations investigated.

Electrolyte Additive concentration

Std 1.2M LiPF6/EC:DEC (1:1, w/w)
Std+LiNO3 1.2M LiPF6/EC:DEC (1:1, w/w) Saturated LiNO3 (∼0.5 wt%, ∼0.09M)

5% MEC 1.2M LiPF6/EC:DEC (1:1, w/w) 5% wt MEC
10% MEC 1.2M LiPF6/EC:DEC (1:1, w/w) 10% wt MEC
10% FEC 1.2M LiPF6/EC:DEC (1:1, w/w) 10% wt.FEC

10%FEC+LiNO3 1.2M LiPF6/EC:DEC (1:1, w/w) 10% wt.FEC+0.5% wt.LiNO3
5%MEC+LiNO3 1.2M LiPF6/EC:DEC (1:1, w/w) 5% wt.MEC+0.5% wt.LiNO3
10%MEC+LiNO3 1.2M LiPF6/EC:DEC (1:1, w/w) 10% wt.MEC+0.5% wt.LiNO3

discharged (delithiation) between 0.005 and 1.5 V with constant cur-
rent and constant voltage (CC-CV) at a rate of C/20 for first cycle and
at the rate of C/3 for an additional 99 cycles using an Arbin BT2000
battery cycler at 25

◦
C. At the end of lithiation, the cells were held

at 5 mV until the current decreased to C/20. The rate was calculated
based on a capacity of the Si-graphite electrode of 630 mAh/g (total
weight including binder) which was obtained using the theoretical
capacity of Si (3579 mAh/g) and graphite (372 mAh/g). The full cells
were cycled with same rate as in half cells but in the voltage window
of 2.5–4.2 V. The capacity of full cells was calculated based on mass
of the cathode active material. All cells were built in duplicate.

Cycled electrodes were extracted from cells after the 100th dis-
charge, carefully rinsed with DMC four times (1 mL in total) to
remove residual electrolytes and then dried in an argon-filled glove
box for ex-situ surface analysis. The infrared spectra with attenuated
total reflectance (IR-ATR) were measured with 256 scans and spectral
resolution of 4 cm–1 using Bruker Tensor 27 equipped with LaDTG
detector inside a nitrogen-filled glove box. Samples were transferred

in an argon filled jar. Surface analysis was conducted using ex-situ
XPS (K-alpha, Thermo) with Al Kα X-ray source at a pass energy of
50 eV and a measured spot size of 400 μm without charging compen-
sation. The electrodes were transferred from the glove box to the XPS
analysis chamber using a special vacuum-sealed module (Thermo)
without exposure to air. The binding energy was corrected based on
the C 1s peak of hydrocarbon at 285 eV.

Results and Discussion

Performance of silicon-graphite/Li half cells.—Electrochemical
performance.—The voltage vs capacity profiles of Si-graphite/Li half
cells for first cycle in different electrolytes are provided in Figure 1a.
The first discharge capacity, initial coulombic efficiency and capac-
ity retention are presented in Table II. All electrodes have a similar
delithiation capacity of ∼600 mAh/g based on the weight of the entire
composite electrodes, excluding the weight of coper current collector.
The capacity is ∼700 mAh/g based on weight of the active materials,
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Figure 1. Voltage profile plots for the first cycle (a), dQ/dV plots (b and c) for the first charge in region of 0.2V to 2V. The curves in dQ/dV are plotted offset in
Y-axis to avoid the overlap between curves.
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Table II. First discharge capacity, first cycle efficiency and capacity retention (average of duplicate cells) of Si-graphite/Li half cells. Capacity
retention was calculated compared to the 2nd discharge capacity of the cells where the cells were cycled at same rate, C/3, for cycles 2–100.

First discharge capacity (mAh/g) First cycle Efficiency (%) 100th capacity retention (%, calculated against 2nd discharge)

Std 609 88.6 64.0
Std+LiNO3 601 87.0 89.3

5% MEC 602 89.9 88.3
10% MEC 596 90.1 88.2
10% FEC 599 88.5 88.4

10%FEC+LiNO3 581 86.0 94.2
5%MEC+LiNO3 598 88.1 93.5

10%MEC+LiNO3 600 88.4 92.8

Si and graphite. The dQ/dV plots for first lithiation in the region of
2.0–0.2 V are provided in Figure 1b and 1c. The dQ/dV plots for the
first lithiation for cells cycled with standard electrolyte exhibit shoul-
ders at ∼ 0.93 and 0.63 V due to the reduction of EC and DEC.28 The
cell cycled with 10% FEC contains a small new peak around 1.1 V,
attributed to the reduction of FEC. The cell cycled with added MEC
contains a new peak at 1.1–1.2 V, which is due to the reduction of
MEC, as previously reported.19,29 The cells cycled with added LiNO3

shows several peaks from 1.9–1.2 V, attributed to the reduction of
LiNO3.30 The cell cycled with a combination of FEC and LiNO3 con-
tains a peak centered at 1.4 V and a shoulder from 0.7–1.2 V, attributed
to reduction of FEC and EC and/or DEC. The electrodes cycled with a
combination of MEC and LiNO3 also show a peak centered at ∼1.4 V,
probably due to the reduction of LiNO3. Interestingly, the small peaks
for the reduction of MEC at around 1.2 V disappear. The presence
of LiNO3 appears to alter the reduction mechanism of both FEC and
MEC.

The capacity retention of Si-graphite electrodes in half cells with
different electrolytes is provided in Figure 2. The electrodes cycled
with the standard electrolyte have rapid capacity fade to 64.0% after
100 cycles (Figure 2a and Table II). The first cycle efficiency is 88.6%
(Table II). The addition of FEC to the standard electrolyte improves
capacity retention to ∼88.4% after 100 cycles. The cells cycled with
electrolyte containing added MEC (5 and 10%) have similar capacity
retention to the cell containing 10 wt% FEC, but have better first cy-
cle efficiency, ∼90% compared to 88.5% for the cell cycled with 10%
FEC. Surprisingly, the addition of ∼0.5% LiNO3 (∼0.09 M) into the
standard electrolyte improves capacity retention of the cells to 89.3%
after 100 cycles which is comparable to the cells cycled with elec-
trolyte containing 10% FEC or 5 or 10% MEC. However, the first cycle
efficiency is 87.0% which is lower than observed for the cells cycled
with added FEC or MEC. The lower first cycle efficiency is probably
due to the significant reduction of LiNO3 as observed in the dQ/dV
plots in Figure 1b. Interestingly, cells cycled with a combination of
LiNO3 with MEC or FEC further improve the capacity retention to
∼93% despite having slightly lower first cycle efficiency compared to
the cells cycled with only MEC or FEC. This data suggests a synergic
effect of the combination MEC or FEC and LiNO3.

SEI formation on silicon-graphite anode in half cells.—IR-ATR
spectra of the Si-graphite anodes before and after 100 cycles in half
cells are provided in Figure 3. The fresh electrode contains peaks
at 1700 and 1552 cm−1, attributed to carboxylic acid (-COOH) and
carboxylate (-COOLi) functional groups from partially lithiated PAA
binder, the PAALi0.7.27 Absorptions are also observed at 1583 and
869 cm−1 characteristic of graphite.31,32 After 100 cycles with the
standard electrolyte, the Si-graphite electrode contains strong absorp-
tions characteristic of electrolyte decomposition products. The absorp-
tions at 1652, 1319 and 822 cm−1 are characteristic of lithium alkyl
carbonates, ROCOOLi,8,9,15,31,33,34 while the absorption at 1450 and
1490 cm−1 are characteristic of lithium carbonate, Li2CO3.8,9,15,31,33,34

The electrode cycled with electrolyte containing added LiNO3 con-
tains similar electrolyte decomposition products to the electrolyte
cycled in standard electrolyte. The IR spectrum of the Si-graphite
electrode cycled with 5% MEC show a strong peak at 1802 cm−1,
from poly(MEC)19,29, and at 1490, 1450 and 869 cm−1 from Li2CO3.
The presence of lithium carboxylate, RCOOLi is suggested by the
presence of a weak absorption at 1613 cm−1.35 Increasing the con-
centration of MEC to 10% increases the intensity of the peak at 1802
cm−1, suggesting a higher concentration of poly(MEC).19,29 Interest-
ingly, the electrodes cycled in a combination of MEC and LiNO3

have very different IR-ATR spectra compared to electrodes cycled
either in MEC or LiNO3 alone. The spectra of the electrodes cycled
with MEC+LiNO3 are dominated by peaks at 1490, 1450 and 869
cm−1,8,9,15,31,33,34 suggesting that Li2CO3 is the main component of
the SEI. Surprisingly, the peak for poly(MEC) at 1802 cm−119,29 is
weak, consistent with a low concentration of poly(MEC) in the SEI.
The absorption characteristic of ROCOOLi at 1652 cm−1 is very weak
consistent with an absence of ROCOOLi. It appears that LiNO3 in-
hibits the formation of poly(MEC) and promotes the formation of
Li2CO3 on surface of Si-graphite anodes. The spectra of Si-graphite
electrodes cycled with the 10% FEC electrolyte and the 10% FEC
+ LiNO3 electrolyte are similar to each other and are dominated by
Li2CO3. However, additional peaks are observed at 1615 cm−1 for
lithium carboxylate salts, RCOOLi, and 1802 cm−1 for poly(FEC).
The high concentration of Li2CO3 in cells containing FEC is likely
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Figure 2. Capacity retention of Si-graphite electrodes from
Si-graphite/lithium cells with different electrolytes.
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Figure 3. ATR-IR of the Si-graphite anodes extracted from Si-graphite/Li half
cells after 100 cycles.

related to the generation of Li2CO3 upon reduction of FEC as previ-
ously reported.36

Performance of silicon-graphite/NCM111 full cells.—
Electrochemical performance.—Since Si-graphite anodes have
promising cyclability with electrolytes containing a combination
of MEC and LiNO3, Si-graphite/NCM111 cells have been in-
vestigated with this interesting electrolyte. Cycling data of the
Si-graphite/NCM111 cells are depicted in Figures 4 and 5. The
cycling performance of Si-graphite/NMC111 with electrolytes
containing added LiNO3 or FEC is also included for comparison.
The first cycle discharge capacity and efficiency for cells containing
the different electrolytes are listed in Table III. The cells cycled
with standard electrolyte have an initial discharge capacity of 141.8
mAh/g and a first cycle efficiency of 83.1% (Figure 5 and Table III).
However, the capacity fades rapidly over 100 cycles. The capacity
retention is significantly improved when additives are added to the
electrolytes. The cells cycled with 10 wt% FEC have a significant
improvement in capacity retention compared to standard electrolyte
(44.6% vs. 8.8%). Interestingly, the cells cycled with electrolyte
containing std+LiNO3 have better capacity retention compared to
the cells cycled in 10% FEC. After 100 cycles, the cells containing
std+LiNO3 retain 57.6% of the initial capacity. The cells cycled with
10% FEC+LiNO3 have better performance than the cells cycled with
10% FEC alone but are similar to std+LiNO3 with a lower first cycle
efficiency. Si-graphite/NCM111 full cells containing electrolyte with
added MEC+LiNO3 have the best electrochemical performance. The
cells cycled with 10% MEC + LiNO3 have high capacity retention
of 79.9% after 100 cycles.
Surface characterization of cycled electrodes in silicon-
graphite/NCM111 full cells.—Surface chemistry of the Si-graphite
anode.—The surface of the Si-graphite anodes cycled in different
electrolytes in full cells, has been investigated via IR-ATR and XPS.
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Figure 4. Voltage profiles for the first (a) and 100th cycle (b) of Si-
graphite/NCM111 full cells with different electrolytes.

The IR-ATR spectra of Si-graphite anodes before and after cycling
in Si-graphite/NMC111 full cells are presented in Figure 6. The IR
spectrum of Si-graphite electrode cycled with the standard electrolyte
is similar to the electrode cycled in a half cell and is dominated
by lithium alkyl carbonates, ROCOOLi, at 1652, 1319 and 822
cm−1,8,9,15,31,33,34 and lithium carbonate, Li2CO3, at 1490, 1450 and
869 cm−1.8,9,15,31,33,34 The cell cycled in Std+LiNO3 contains strong
absorptions characteristic of Li2CO3 at 1490 and 1450 cm−1 and
a weaker peak characteristic of ROCOOLi at 1652 cm−1 which is
different than the spectra observed for the Si-graphite half cells.
The spectra of the cells cycled in MEC + LiNO3 are dominated by
absorptions characteristic of Li2CO3 at 1490, 1405 and 869 cm−1,
similar to observation in half cells. However, the peak at 1802 cm−1,
characteristics of poly(MEC) is weaker compared to the spectra of
the electrodes cycled in half cells (Figure 3). The electrodes cycled
with 10% FEC and 10% FEC+LiNO3 show similar spectra to each
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Figure 5. Specific capacity of Si-graphite/NCM111 full cells with different
electrolytes.
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Table III. First discharge capacity, first cycle efficiency and capacity retention (average of duplicate cells) of Si-graphite/NCM111 full cells.
Capacity retention was calculated compared to the 2nd discharge capacity of the cells where the cells were cycled at same rate, C/3, for cycles
2–100.

First discharge capacity (mAh/g) First cycle Efficiency (%) 100th capacity retention (%, calculated against 2nd discharge)

Std 142 83.1 8.8
Std+LiNO3 138 82.4 57.6
10% FEC 136 80.0 44.6

10% FEC+LiNO3 130 77.0 57.9
5% MEC+LiNO3 141 84.0 73.3

10% MEC+LiNO3 145 86.0 79.9

other, dominated by Li2CO3 at 1490 and 869 cm−1 with a low
concentrations of lithium carboxylate at 1613 cm−1 and poly(FEC)
at 1802 cm−1. Overall, the IR spectra of the Si-graphite anode in full
cells are slightly different from those cycled in half cells. Higher
concentrations of Li2CO3 and lower concentration of poly(MEC) or
poly(FEC) are observed for electrodes cycled in full cells.

High resolution C1s, O1s, P2p and N1s XPS spectra of fresh and
cycled electrodes are provided in Figure 7. The relative atomic con-
centrations for the surface of the cycled electrodes are also provided.
The C1s spectrum of the fresh Si-graphite electrode contains a strong
peak at 284.5 eV from graphite. Peaks at 285 eV and 289 eV are
attributed to hydrocarbon and -COOH/-COOLi groups, respectively,
from the PAALi binder. The O1s spectrum of the fresh electrode has
a broad peak at 531.5 eV characteristic of C=O and ∼533 eV as-
signed to a mixture of Si-O and C-O.27,37–39 After cycling, the C1s
spectrum of the electrode cycled with standard electrolyte has new
peaks at 290 and 286.5 eV, and related peaks are observed in the
O1s spectrum at 531.5 and 533 eV characteristic of ROCOOLi and
Li2CO3.

15,38 The electrode cycled with electrolyte containing added
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Figure 6. ATR-IR of Si-graphite anodes extracted from Si-graphite/NCM111
cells after 100 cycles.

LiNO3 has an increase in peak intensity at 290 eV in C 1s spectrum and
531.5 eV in O 1s spectrum, indicating an increase in the concentra-
tion of ROCOOLi or Li2CO3. The electrodes cycled with electrolyte
containing 5% MEC+LiNO3 contain a small new peak at 291 eV
and an increase in peak intensity at 286.5 eV in C1s characteristic of
poly(MEC). This is further supported by the appearance of the peak
at 534 eV in the O 1s spectrum.19,29 Increasing the concentration of
MEC, 10% MEC+LiNO3, results in an increase in the intensity of
the peaks at 291 eV in C1s and 534 eV in O 1s, consistent with an
increase in the content of poly(MEC). The XPS and IR data suggest
that the Si-graphite electrode is covered by a Li2CO3 rich inner layer
and poly(MEC) rich outer layer, since the IR spectrum, which has
a greater depth of penetration, has greater relative intensity of the
Li2CO3 peak while the XPS spectrum, which has a lower depth of
penetration, has a greater relative intensity of the poly(MEC) peak.
The electrode cycled with electrolyte containing 10% FEC has similar
spectral features to the electrode cycled with electrolyte containing
MEC+LiNO3, but the peaks for ROCOOLi and Li2CO3 at ∼ 290 eV
in C 1s and 531.8 eV in O 1s have greater intensity.

The F1s spectra of the electrodes cycled with all of the electrolytes
contain two peaks at 685 and 686.8 eV characteristic of LiF and
LixPOyFz, respectively, from the decomposition of LiPF6. However,
the intensity varies with the electrolyte composition.15,40 The elec-
trodes cycled with added LiNO3 or MEC+LiNO3 have weaker F1s
peak intensity compared to the standard electrolyte consistent with
a suppression of LiPF6 decomposition. Alternatively, the electrodes
cycled with FEC containing electrolyte have higher concentrations
of F1s peaks due to the generation of LiF from the reduction of
FEC.9,15,41–43

The electrodes cycled with LiNO3-containing electrolytes have a
peak at 407.5 eV in the N 1s spectrum from residual LiNO3. The
presence of LiNO3 on the surface of the electrodes is likely due to
the low solubility of LiNO3 in DMC, the solvent used for rinsing. A
new small peak is observed at 403.5 eV consistent with the presence
of LiNO2 or RNO2 (R = alkyl group) generated from the reduction of
LiNO3. A broad strong peak centered at 400 eV is observed character-
istic of amine/ammonium salt, R3N / R4N+. The electrode cycled with
the std+LiNO3 electrolyte has a weaker N1s signal than electrodes
cycled with the MEC+LiNO3 or FEC+LiNO3 electrolytes.
Surface chemistry of the cathode.—The IR-ATR spectra of NCM111
cathodes before and after 100 cycles are presented in Figure 8. The IR
spectrum of fresh NCM111 cathode is dominated by signals from the
PVDF binder at 1402, 1175, 878 and 840 cm–1.44 A weak absorbance
at 1489 cm−1 is from Li2CO3, a common surface impurity from metal
oxide production.45,46 The electrode cycled with the standard elec-
trolyte contains a weak peak at 1615 cm−1 attributed to lithium car-
boxylates and a strong peak at 1743 cm−1, from polycarbonate. The
high concentration of polycarbonate is frequently observed when the
cathode is cycled to potentials above 4.3 V.38,39 While the cells inves-
tigated were only cycled to 4.2 V, upon cycling full cells with Si elec-
trodes the voltage of cathode shifts to higher voltage with increased
cycles due to the continuous loss of active lithium.48,49 Since the
Si-graphite/NCM111 cells cycled with standard electrolyte have se-
vere capacity loss, the voltage of the cathodes should increase resulting
in the formation of poly(EC). Incorporation of additives significantly
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Figure 7. High resolution XPS spectra for C 1s, O 1s, F 1s, and N1s and relative atomic concentration of Si-graphite anodes extracted from Si-graphite/NCM111
full cells after 100 cycles.

reduces the intensity of the polycarbonate peak, consistent with sta-
bilization of the cathode potential and improved capacity retention.
In addition, the spectra of electrodes cycled with electrolyte additives
are very similar to the fresh electrodes, suggesting minimal decom-
position of the electrolyte on the cathode surface. Electrodes cycled
with added MEC and LiNO3 contain a new weak peak at 1812 cm−1

from poly(MEC).
High resolution XPS spectra of fresh and cycled NMC111 cath-

odes are provided in Figure 9. The C1 spectrum of the fresh electrode
contains strong peaks at 291 and 286.5 eV in C 1s characteristic of
– CF2 − and −CH2−, respectively, from PVdF while the peak at
284.5 eV is assigned to carbon black. After cycling, the C1s spec-
tra of the cycled electrodes remain similar to the fresh electrodes for
all electrolytes consistent with the presence of minimal electrolyte
decomposition products. The O 1s spectrum of the fresh electrode
contains two peaks, one characteristic of the metal oxide (M-O) at

529.5 eV and a second at 531.8 eV characteristic of Li2CO3, con-
sistent with IR data. The M-O peak becomes weaker after cycling,
consistent with the generation of a thin film composed of electrolyte
decomposition products. The new peaks at 532 and 534 eV are char-
acteristic of the C=O and C-O of polycarbonate.

The N 1s spectra of the cathodes cycled with electrolytes contain-
ing LiNO3 contain similar N-containing species to the anodes cycled
with electrolytes containing LiNO3, but the intensity of the peaks
are much weaker on the cathodes. A very weak peak is observed at
408 eV, characteristic of residual LiNO3. The broad peak at ∼ 400 eV
is assigned to a combination of R3N/R4N+. The presence of the N con-
taining species on the cathode could result from either decomposition
on the cathode or reduction on the anode followed by dissolution and
deposition on the cathode.

The F1s spectra contain a strong peak at 688 eV from the -CF2-
of PVdF. After cycling, a new weak peak is observed at 685 eV,
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characteristic of LiF from the decomposition of LiPF6. The P2p spec-
tra are similar for all electrodes and contain a very weak peak at
∼136 eV characteristic of a low concentration of LixPFyOz.

The data from IR and XPS on the anodes and cathodes reveal
that the additives significantly modify the surface of the anode while

changes to the surface of NCM111 cathodes are small. Thus, the
improved electrochemical performance of the Si-graphite/NCM111
full cells upon addition of MEC and LiNO3 primarily results from the
stabilization of the SEI on the Si-graphite anodes.

Conclusions

The performance of Si-graphite composite anodes have been inves-
tigated in Si-graphite/Li half cells and Si-graphite/NCM111 full cells
with 1.2 M LiPF6 /EC:DEC (1/1, w/w) electrolyte with a combination
of FEC, MEC and LiNO3 as electrolyte additives. Incorporation of ad-
ditives into the electrolyte results in a significant improvement of ca-
pacity retention compared to the standard electrolyte for Si-graphite/Li
cells. Cells cycled with electrolyte containing 0.5% LiNO3, 5–10%
MEC or 10% FEC have much better capacity retention, at least 89%,
compared to cells cycled with standard electrolyte, ∼64.0%, after
100 cycles. The combination of 5–10% MEC with 0.5% LiNO3 pro-
vides the best capacity retention, ∼93%, after 100 cycles. Further
investigations of Si-graphite/NCM111 cells reveal that the cells cy-
cled with electrolyte containing 0.5% LiNO3 have better capacity than
cells cycled with electrolyte containing 10% FEC, 57.9% vs. 44.6%,
respectively. The combination of 10% MEC and LiNO3 further im-
proves the capacity retention of the Si-graphite/NCM111 full cells to
79.9% after 100 cycles which is best among the electrolytes inves-
tigated. Ex-situ surface analysis of the electrodes via a combination
of IR-ATR and XPS reveal significant changes to the SEI structure
on Si-graphite anodes upon incorporation of the electrolyte additives.
Addition of LiNO3 increases the concentration of Li2CO3 and de-
creases the concentration of lithium alkyl carbonates in the SEI while
incorporation of MEC results in the generation of poly(MEC). Thus,
an SEI composed of Li2CO3 and poly(MEC) appears to be particu-
larly stable on the Si-graphite composite anode. Incorporation of the
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additives did not result in significant changes to the surface of the
NMC111 cathode.
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